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INTRODUCTION
This report describes the research and development progress accomplished under NASA
Lewis Research Center Grant NAG3-1481, "NURBS-Based Geometry for Integrated Structural
Analysis". This grant was initiated in April 1993 and completed in September 1996.
The primary goal of the project was to exploit the emerging defacto CAD standard of Non-
Uniform Rational B-spline (NURBS) based curve and surface geometry to integrate and streamline
the process of turbomachinery structural analysis. We focused our efforts on critical geometric
modeling challenges typically posed by the requirements of structural analysts. We developed a
suite of software tools that facilitate pre- and post-processing of NURBS-based turbomachinery
blade models for finite element structural analyses. We also developed tools to facilitate the mod-
eling of blades in their manufactured (or "cold) state based on nominal operating shape and condi-
tions.
All of the software developed in the course of this research is written in the C++ language
using the Iris Inventor 3D graphical interface tool-kit from Silicon Graphics. In addition to
enhanced modularity, improved maintainability, and efficient prototype development, this design
facilitates the re-use of code developed for other NASA projects and provides a uniform and pro-
fessional "look and feel" for all applications developed by the Iowa State Team.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The project accomplishments are presented in two parts. Part I, titled "'Geometric Decompo-
sition and Structural Shape Modification for Turbomachinery Blades" describes the research con-
ducted by B.D. Hines and J.H. Oliver aimed at automating the finite element model creation
process for blades and for using the results to create a model of the blade in its cold shape.
The technique developed in this research applied a very precise method to extract a mean-
camber surface from a blade model. The method involved intersecting the blade with cylinders,
mapping the resulting curves onto planes, tracing the mean-camber curves in the planar mapped
sections via a numerical scheme, mapping the mean-camber points back into three dimensions, and
finally lofting the resulting space curves to form a mean-camber surface. The finite element mesh
was then computed by evaluating points on the mean-camber surface, and intersecting correspond-
ing surface normals with the original blade surface models to obtain thickness values for each node.
This method was very precise, but sometimes, rather slow.
To address this problem, the process was re-engineered to trade some dimensional accuracy
for computational speed. This method, developed by D.C. Rickert and J.H. Oliver, is described as
Part II of this report, titled: "Turbomachine Blade Structure Loading Correction and Analysis".
This new method assumes that the input blade iso-parameter curves in the chord-wise direction are
approximately planar. A heuristic method is employed to extract the mean-camber surface, and
mesh generation proceeds in the same fashion. This part of the report also describes a new method
for storing and associating analysis data with corresponding blade models to facilitate useful post-
processing and analysis interpretation.
Finally, for completeness, an Appendix is included containing a technical paper which
abstracts much of the information from Part I of the report. This paper was presented at the ASME
Design Automation Conference in Minneapolis, MN, in September 1994.
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PART I
Geometric Decomposition and Structural Shape Modification for
Turbomachinery Blades
B.D. Hines and J.H. Oliver
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturers of turbomachinery products are under the same competitive pressures
driving many industries toward reduced product development time and improved product
quality, while simultaneously reducing development costs. The technology underlying the tur-
bomachinery industry has reached relative maturity, so that even small improvements in over-
all thermodynamic efficiency can provide a competitive advantage. Blade design is one of the
most crucial elements of turbomachinery development.
As the performance of turbomachinery is enhanced, blade strength-to-weight ratio has
increased to such a degree that blade deflections, due to normal operating conditions, cannot
be neglected. Blades are generally designed by aerodynamicists in a nominal operating con-
figuration, known as the "hot-shape". However, deflections due to centrifugal force, pressure
loading, and thermal gradients require that the blade be manufactured in its so called "cold-
shape" so that the hot-shape is realized after these effects are accounted for. Thus, given a def-
inition of blade hot-shape geometry, engineers need an efficient and accurate method to calcu-
late the corresponding cold shape geometry.
Current methods for cold-shape correction are approximate in both data extraction and
displacement application. Also, these methods take a great deal of time due to the manual
approach that is required. After the hot-shape geometry has been generated, the mean camber
surface (a surface which is equidistant from both the pressure and suction sides of the blade) is
generated manually using an approximate approach that bisects points on the pressure and
suction sides. Specialized analysis software is employed to calculate the inverse deflections,
i.e., those due to removal of the operating boundary conditions (Thorp and Downey, 1992).
2Theinversedisplacementsarethenappliedto thehot-shapegeometryusinganapproximation
methodin whichthecold-shapebladesurfacepoints aregeneratedby a weightedaverageof
the deflections.This methodis generallyadequatefor largestiff bladeswith small displace-
mentsbecausethe deflections(and thuserrors) are small relative to the overall sizeof the
blade.But for smallbladeswith largedeflectionsthe error canbe becometoo greatfor the
accurategenerationof thecold-shapegeometry.
This thesisdescribesan integratedmethodfor both finite elementmodel generation
andcold-shapecorrection.Bladesarerepresentedpreciselyasnon-uniformrationalB-spline
(NURBS)surfacemodels(Piegl, 1991).Thesoftwareimplementationof thismethodincorpo-
ratesthe Initial GraphicsExchangeSpecification(IGES) (NIST, 1991)format for both input
of thehot-shapegeometry,andoutputof theresultingcold-shapeNURBS surfacemodel.This
representationmediumfacilitatescompleteintegrationof theprocedurewith existingdesign,
analysis,andmanufacturingapplications.
Thethesisis presentedin sevenchapters,including theintroductionasChapter1.The
secondchaptercontainsadescriptionof thegeometricmodelingconceptsthatwereappliedin
the integratedcold-shapecorrectionmethod.Chapter3 outlinesbladeterminology andtech-
nology,includingadetailedexaminationof meancamberline generation.In Chapter4, apre-
processoris developedthatdecomposesa hot-shapebladesurfacemodel into a meancamber
surfaceand associatedthicknessfunctions.A plate finite elementmeshis generatedon the
resultingmeancambersurface,i.e., for eachmeshnodea locationand thicknessarecalcu-
lated.The finite elementmodel is usedasinput for specializedanalysissoftware for cold-
shapecorrection(Ernst, 1992)resultingin the inversedisplacements,which is accomplished
usingthesamemethodsascurrentlyareused.Chapter5 describesa postprocessorthatrecon-
structsthecorrected,cold-shapebladein two steps.First, the nodaldeflectionsareappliedto
thehot-shapefinite elementmodel to generatea cold-shapemeancambersurface.Then the
original hot-shapethicknessfunctionsareappliedto the cold-shapemeancambersurfaceto
generatecharacteristicbladesectioncurveswhich are lofted to define the cold-shapeblade
model.Chapter6 containsexamplesof actualturbinebladesat variousstepsduring thehot-
shapedecompositionandcold-shapereconstructionprocesses.Finally, Chapter7 details the
conclusionsmadefrom the cold-shapecorrectionmethod,along with future improvements
thatwill increasethecapabilitiesof theprocess.
4CHAPTER 2. GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES
In this work, blades are represented precisely as non-uniform rational B-spline
(NURBS) surface models. General descriptions of B-spline curves and their various forms can
be found in most geometric modeling textbooks (e.g., Farin, 1993; Mortenson, 1985, deBoor,
1978) or any of several survey articles on the topic (B6hm et al., 1984; Piegl, 1991). A brief
description of B-splines and their applications are provided to facilitate the subsequent devel-
opment of the integrated cold-shape correction method.
2.1 Basis Functions
The B-spline basis functions are typically generated via the Cox-deBoor algorithm
(Cox, 1972; deBoor, 1972). Given knot vector U= {u o, .... u i, ui+ !..... Urn} a monotonically
increasing sequence of real numbers, the ith B-spline basis function of degree, p (order, p + 1),
denoted Ni,p(u), is defined by the recursive relationship,
1 if (Ui<--l,t<Ui+l)
Ni, o(U) = {
0 otherwise
U--U i
Ni. p (U) --
Ui + p -- l_ i
I_i+p+ I -- U
Ni.p-I (u) + Ni+l,p- I (u)
Ui+p+l -- bli+l
(2.1)
where it is understood that 0 / 0 = 0.
2.2 Non-Rational B-Spline Curves
A pth degree non-rational B-spline is defined as follows,
5?1
C(u) = ZNi, pPi 0<u<l
i=0
(2.2)
where Pi are the control points and the Ni, p(U) are the pth degree B-spline functions defined by
equation 1.1 and a non-periodic knot vector U=[u 0 ..... Urn}. The degree, number of knots, and
the number of control points are related by the formula: rn = n+p+ 1.
2.3 Rational B-Spline Curves
Homogeneous coordinates are used to represent points in 3D space in terms of points
in 4D space. Any non-infinite point in 4D can be represented by the four numbers (wx, wy, wz,
w), w > 0, which represents the Cartesian point (x, y, z) when normalized as (x, y, z, 1). This
normalization is a perspective map defined by
H(wx, wy, wz, w)= --
(wx,/x, wy/w, wz/w) if
point at infinity on the if w=O
line from the origin
through (x, y,z)
Four dimensional points are denoted by pw, and P=H[pw}.
The set of 4D control points, ewi={wix i, wiYi, Wi, Zi, Wi}, i=0 ..... n defines non-rational
curve (in 4D), whose perspective map in 3D is called a rational B-spline curve. Specifically,
C(u) = H{C'(u)}
tl
'_ Z Ni' t' (u) wiP i
= H{ZNi, p(u)PWi } = ,=0n
, =o ZN,.p(u) w_
i=0
= _.Ri.p(u)P ' (2.3)
i=0
where
and
6
V i = H{P_'} = {Xi, Yi, Zi_
Ri, p(U ) -
Ni. p (u) w i
n
(,)wj
j=O
The Ri, p(U ) functions are piecewise rational basis functions. It is assumed that w i >_ 0
for all values of i. The w i are called weights. These values are additional shape parameters of
the curve. Weights allow for B-splines to represent conic and circular arcs that could not be
accomplished using non-rational B-splines.
2.4 Non-Rational B-Spline Surfaces
A B-spline surface of degree (p, q) is specified by an (m - p) × (n - q) grid of control
points Pij arranged in a topologically rectangular array and knot vectors U and V of length (m
+ I) and (n + 1), respectively. The surface, denoted as S(u,v), is thus defined as the tensor
product of the control point array and the B-spline basis functions defined over each knot vec-
tor:
(m-p-I) (n-q-I)
S (u, v) = _ _ Ni, p (u)Nj.q (v) Pi) (2.4)
i=o i=o
The knot vector governs the relationship between parametric and spatial variation, and
its entries represent the parameter values at segment joints (knots). A non-periodic B-spline is
characterized by a knot vector in which the first and last knot values are repeated p + 1 (order)
times.This resultsin asurfacethat interpolatesthecontrol pointson the edge of the rectangu-
lar array. A B-spline is characterized as uniform if the difference between successive interior
knots is constant.
2.5 Rational B-Spline Surfaces
Just as with rational B-spline curves, a rational B-spline surface assigns a scalar
weight factor to each control point. The degree (p,q) rational B-spline surface in 3D is defined
as the map H of a tensor product B-spline surface in 4D.
m /I
S(u,v) = H{SW(u,v) } =H{_.,_.Ni, p(u)Nj.q(v)ei_} (2.5)
i =oj =o
S(u,v) = j=0/=o
trl /1
/71 /1
 :oj:o
) = oy = o
where Pij are the 3D control points and
Ri, p;j, q (u, v) =
N (u)Nj, q(l:)wij
l,p
m i'l
r=0s=0
The Ri,p;i,q(U,V ) functions are the bivariate rational basis functions.
Just as with the curve case, the weights wij are additional shape parameters. They
8affectthe surfaceonly locally,andtheir push-pulleffect canbepreciselyquantified.
2.6 Interpolation
Theglobal curve-interpolationproblemcanbesolvedasfollows. Givena setof data
pointsQk, where k = 0 ..... n, a B-spline curve is desired that for certain parameter values u k,
where k = 0 ..... n agrees with Qk; that is,
?1
Qk = C(Uk) = ZPiNi, p(Uk )
i=0
(2.6)
To solve this equation, the parameter values are needed at which the data points are assumed,
the knot vector, and the degree of the curve. The method used will work for curves of any
arbitrary degree. One of the several methods to compute the parameter values is the centripe-
tal method,
IQi- Q;-II 1/'2
/_0 = 0, tl i = U i I .at- Un = I (2.7)
-- rl-]
Given the parameter values, a knot vector is needed that reflects the distribution of these
parameters. The following averaging method is commonly used,
U = {0,0, ..., 0, vt, ...,v , 1, 1, ..., 1} (2.8)
tl--p
where the end points are repeated with multiplicity p+ 1, and,
)+p+ I
12;l_j = D Ui
i=j
j = 1..... n-p (2.9)
It can be proved that the coefficient matrix,
Nip(uk) lik 0
, , = , ...,11
is totally positive and with a bandwidth less than p. Therefore, the linear system (Equation
2.6) can be solved by Gauss elimination.
2.7 Surfaces of Revolution
Surfaces of revolution are used extensively throughout both the hot-shape preproces-
sor and the cold-shape correction postprocessor. The most conventional way to define these
surfaces is to define a profile curve in the a coordinate plane, and rotate it about the one of the
P31
w3=l
P4 1
w4= 1/2 I/2
P2 w2=1/21/2
W
w5= I P6 w6= 1/2 i/2
Figure 2.1
P1
Wl=l
Po=P8
wo=ws= 1/21/2
P7
w7= 1
The nine-control-point-square-based
NURBS circle
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axes in the plane. Assume that the profile curve is a qth degree NURBS on the knot vector U
of the form,
?I
C (U) -_ Z gj, q (u)Pj (2.10)
i=0
Then the surface of revolution is obtained by combining Equation 2.5 with one of the
circle definitions. For this example, the nine-control-point square-based NURBS circle,
shown in Figure 2. I, is used. The circle is composed of four conic segments, each sweeping
90 degrees. The circle has the representation,
8
C(u) = _ PjRj.q(U) (2.11)
i=0
where the control points form a square, and,
11 1133
U= {0,0,0, 4, 4, 2, 2, 4, 4, 1, 1, 1} (2.12)
W8 = {1, 1 1, 1, 1,
il,=o -_,1,_ 1,_ 1,_ I}
Using this circle definition, a full surface of generate by,
8 m
S(u,v) = _._.Pi.jR,,2;j.q(U,V) (2.13)
/=0j=0
where for fixed j, Pij lie in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the generating curve. For fixed
j the weights are,
11
1 1 1 1 (2.14)
i=O..... 8
where wj are the weights for the profile curve from Equation 2.6.
2.8 Lofting
Cross-section design is concerned with surface construction based on curves to gener-
ate B-spline surfaces. The technique utilized by the cold-shape correction method is lofting.
Given a set of NURBS curves though which a NURBS surface is to pass, the lofted surface is
obtained in three steps:
I) Make all cross sectional curves compatible. That is, all the curves should have the
same degree and number of control points and be defined over the same knot
vector. Assume that this has been done; then,
n
w ZCk(U) = Q_Ni, p(u ) k = 0 ..... k (2.15)
i=0
are u-directional curves lying on the surface (isoparametric lines in the u direction)
and defined over the same knot vector U.
2) Compute v values and a knot vector V for interpolation with degree-q NURBS
curves. The v values are needed as the curves from Equation 2.13 are assumed to
be at a certain fixed v.
3) Using the knot vector V and the v values computed in Step 2, interpolate curves
through the control points of Equation 2.11. More precisely, for each i, i = 0 ..... n,
obtain,
12
m
j=O
(2.16)
so that Equation 2.12 interpolates wQ i,k at certain v values (note that if the u-direc-
tional curves of Equation 2.10 are rational then rational interpolants are to be used).
The control points of Equation 2.11 are then the control points over the lofted surface,
?1 m
S w(u,v) = ZZe_N,.p(u)Nj, q(v)
i=0j=0
(2.17)
defined over the knot vectors U and V.
2.9 Implementation
Despite their thorough documentation in the open literature, computational implemen-
tation of general purpose NURBS modeling techniques is a large and complex undertaking.
Thus, this research takes full advantage of the DT_NURBS Spline Library provided by the
Naval Surface Warfare Center (US Navy, 1993). This library provides a complete and robust
collection of NURBS-based modeling and analysis functions and is available for public distri-
bution in the United States.
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CHAPTER 3. BLADE TERMINOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY
3.1 Blade Terminology
The following basic terminology is used throughout the thesis. Figure 3.1 shows the
typical cylindrical r-z-O coordinate system used in blade design. The blade rotates about the z-
axis. Generally, for axial turbomachinery components, the radial (r-) axis is referred to as the
blade span direction, and the z-axis is referred to as the chord direction. The blade tip is the
surface at the maximum r-coordinate, and the root is that of minimum r-coordinate. The lead-
ing edge refers to the upstream edge of the blade, and the trailing edge to its downstream edge.
Finally, the convex side of the blade is referred to as the suction side, and the concave side as
Figure 3.1
0
X
leading
eage
  erisc
 iiiiiiiiiiii u e
Blade terminology
y
Z
the pressure side.
Blades are typically designed
14
by lofting a number of characteristic blade section
curves arranged along a stacking axis which defines the span-wise direction. The blade section
curves are generally developed on one of three types of construction spaces: planes perpendic-
ular to the r-axis at monotonically increasing r-values, concentric cylinders about the z-axis,
or on concentric surfaces of revolution defined by r-z-curves which characterize desired flow
field (Oliver et. al., 1994). For the latter two options, transformations exist to map the spaces
onto equivalent planar regions. Thus a characteristic blade section curve may be defined in a
two-dimensional coordinate system and mapped into a general space curve lying within a sur-
face of revolution. Alternatively, given a surface of revolution containing a blade section
(space) curve, an equivalent two-dimensional image can be obtained via the inverse of these
mapping functions.
3.2 Mean Camber Technology
A mean camber surface can be considered the skeletal surface of the blade. As shown
in Figure 3.2, blade surface points lie on mean camber surface normals at t/'2 and -t/2, where t
is the thickness of the blade.
mean camber :':')
surface
Figure 3.2 Mean camber surface definition
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To generatethemeancambersurface,meancamberlinesmust be first calculatedfor
eachbladesectioncut.Themeancamberline, c(s), is defined as the locus of the midpoints of
the straight line segments spanned across the blade section, such that the normal to the seg-
ment at tis midpoint is tangent to the mean camber line. The camber line is a parametric curve,
parametrized with respect to its arc-length, s. The mean camber line definition is shown in
Figure 3.3. The mean camber line is generated by adapting a method Patrikalakis and Bardis
(1992) derived that calculated the mean camber lines for marine propellers. For the algorithm
to be successful, the blade section curve must be at least C 1 continuous and planar.
Figure 3.3
(s)
Mean camber line and variable definition
The variables used in the algorithm are as follows. The variables p(t) and q(t) repre-
sent the x- and y- coordinates of the blade section curve.The parameter values t !, t 2 corre-
spond to the parameter values at the two matching points T_, T 2. To define the mean camber
line, a system of differential equations is developed that determine t 1(s), t2(s ), x(s), and y(s) as
functions of the arc-length parameter s of the camber line.
Since T is the midpoint of T 1T2
2x(s) = p(t l(s) ) +p(t 2(s)) (2.1)
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2y (s) = q (t I (s)) + q (t 2 (s)) (2.2)
Since the tangent to the camber line at T is c" (s) = (x' (s), y' (s)) and
T1T 2 is perpendicular to c' (s) then
[p(t 2(s))-p(t I(s))]x'(s) + [q(t 2(s))-q(t I(s))]y'(s) = 0 (2.3)
Since s is the arc-length of the mean camber line, c' (s)is a unit vector. Thus
,2
x (s) +y'Z(s) = i (2.4)
Solving 2.3 and 2.4 with respect to x' (s) and y' (s) gives
x'(s) = + q(t2(s)) -- q ( t I
(s))
D (t t (s), t 2 (s))
(2.5)
p (t 2 (s)) -p (tj (s))
y' (s) = q:
D (t I (s), t 2 (s))
(2.6)
where D(tl(S), t2(s)) is the Euclidean distance between T l(s) and T2(s )
D(t I(s),t2(s)) = _/[p(t2(s) ) _p(tl(s))]2+ [ (q(t2(s))_q(tl(s)))]2 (2.7)
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Each sign pair corresponds to one of the marching directions along the pressure and
suction side. Differentiating 2.1 and 2.2 with respect to s gives
• px (s) = p(tl(s))t I (s) +p(t2(s))tz'(S) (2.8)
2y'(s) = q(t I (s) )ql' (s) +q(t2(s) )q2" (s) (2.9)
Solving the linear system 2.8 and 2.9 with respect to
substituting x' (s) and y' (s) from 2.5 and 2.6 gives
• t
t I (s) (s) and t 2 (s) (s) and
2 q,(t2(s)) [QI] +P,(t2(s)) [Pi]
t1' (s) = + x
X(t I (s), t 2 (s)) D(t 1 (s), t2 (s))
(2.10)
2 q,(t I (s))[Q1] +P,(tl (s)) [P1]
t2' (s) = + x
X(t I (s), t2 (s)) D (t t (s), t 2 (s))
(2.11)
where
Q1 = q(t2(s)) -q(tl(s)) (2.12)
PI = P(t2(s)) -P(tl (s)) (2.13)
and where X(tl(S),t2(s)) is
18
X(t l (s),tz(s) ) = Pt(t l (s) )qt(tz(s) ) -pt(t2(s) )qt(tl (s) )
(2.14)
Equations 2.10 and 2.11 form a system of differential equations that can be integrated
with respect to s. The mean camber line is then completely defined by 2.1 and 2.2 The sign is
chosen such that the section is traversed in the correct direction. Equations 2.10 and 2.11 are
then solved using the Adams - Moulten differential equation solving technique.
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CHAPTER 4. HOT- SHAPE BLADE FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
4.1 Hot-Shape Preprocessor
The cold-shape finite element analysis requires a model comprised of plate elements.
Thus, for each node, the position and corresponding blade thickness must be generated. To
facilitate this calculation, the hot-shape blade mean camber surface is calculated. The proce-
dure for mean camber surface construction involves extraction of several characteristic blade
profile curves, and application of the two-dimensional algorithm for mean camber curve gen-
eration described in Chapter 3. The flowchart of the mean camber surface generation method
is shown in Figure 4.1.
Input Hot-Shape
Geometry in r,z,0
Space
Transform Section
Cuts into rn '-0
Space
Transform Mean Camber
Lines Back to r,z,0
Space
Extraction of
Blade Section
Cuts
Generate Mean
Camber Line for
Each Blade Section
Cut
Loft Mean Camber
Lines to Generate
Mean Camber Surface
Figure 4.1 Decomposition of hot-shape blade geometry to generate mean
camber surface
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Ideally,thebladeshouldbedecomposedusingtheexactmethodusedto constructit,
i.e.,planes,cylinders,or surfacesof revolution.However,sinceonly thesurfacemodelof the
bladeis providedasinput, thereis generallyno way of knowning what methodwas usedto
constructtheblade.Thus,to generatea representativesetof characteristicprofile curves,the
bladeis intersectedwith concentriccylinderscenteredaboutthez-axis. Cylinders were chosen
over parallel planes because the concentric cylinder method is more commonly used by blade
designers. The number of cylinders (and resulting section profile curves) required to accu-
rately characterize the overall shape of the blade is chosen heuristically as one for each knot in
the span-wise parametric direction of the original NURBS blade model.
For a particular blade-cylinder intersection, a general surface-surface intersection
algorithm is necessary to extract the intersection curve. Parametric surface intersection is an
active research topic in its own right, and a number of techniques have appeared in the litera-
ture, see, Patrikalakis and Prakash (1990), Barnhill and Kersey (1990) and Kriezis et al.
(1992), for instance. In this application, the surfaces involved are relatively simple, and an
intersection algorithm implemented in the DT_NURBS Spline Geometry Library (US Navy,
1993) has proven to be robust and efficient.
For each blade-cylinder intersection curve, the mean camber line must be calculated.
The result of the surface-surface intersection is a three-dimensional (space) curve, but the
mean camber algorithm of Patrikalakis and Bardis (1992) requires a closed planar curve as
input. Thus an angle preserving transformation is developed to map the space curve onto a
plane. The transformation is generated from a two-dimensional curve in the r-z-plane which
defines a surface of revolution about the z-axis. The transformation maps an r-z-curve onto a
one-dimensional coordinate (m') equivalent to meridional arc length normalized with respect
to radius. The justification for and details of this mapping are described in Oliver et. al.
(1994). It is summarized here for completeness. Curve arc length is defined by,
21
u i
m,= (4.1)
!
0
where the superscripts represent differentiation, and m i represents accumulated curve length
evaluated at a number of parametric samples. These values are interpolated with a cubic
NURBS curve so that the resulting arc length function may be normalized with respect to
radius,
"fm" (u) dum" = (4.2)
' J r (u)
0
the resulting m i' values are interpolated with a cubic NURBS curve to complete the mapping.
The transformation has the effect of "un-rolling" the surface of revolution on which the blade
profile lies, and "flattening" it in the axial (z-) direction. It allows representation of a space
curve defined in cylindrical coordinates in terms of its circumferential (re) and axial (m) arc
length components. The transformation preserves angles because both length components are
normalized with respect to radius, i.e.,
tanct- d(r0) _ dO _ dO (4.3)
dm dm/r dm'
where cz is an angle in the m-r0 or m'-0 coordinate system. In this application a cylinder is
represented as a line parallel to the z-axis. After transformation, the mean camber curve algo-
rithm is applied to the m'-0 image of the intersection curve, resulting in a series of points
which lie on the mean camber curve. These points are then mapped back into the r-z-O coordi-
nate system, via the inverse of the above transformation.This technique is applied to each
intersection curve.
The root and tip of the blade geometry are characterized as iso-parameter curves on
the blade surface and must be handled as special cases. In general, these are space curves
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which do not lie on a cylinder. The goal is to find a representative r-z-curve defining a surface
of revolution which contains the curve. The first step is to intersect the blade root or tip curve
with a number of planes of constant z-coordinate. For most axial turbomachinery applications,
section curve orientation and convexity are defined such that, excluding the leading and trail-
ing edge, only two intersection points are generated from any particular z-plane intersection.
If the blade was constructed according the one of the three methods outlined above, the two
intersection points will have identical r-coordinate values. In many cases, however, the values
are slightly different. Thus, the following approximate solution is implemented. For each
intersection pair, the point with the smallest r-value is retained, if traversing the tip curve, and
the one with the largest value is retained if traversing the root curve. This ensures the resulting
surface of revolution will completely intersect both sides of the blade.
The r-z coordinates of these points are interpolated with a cubic NURBS curve which
is then employed to develop m'-0 transformation functions for both the blade root and tip iso-
parameter curves. After transformation, the mean camber curves for each are generated as
described above.
Given the necessary mean camber curves in the r-z-O coordinate system, a mean cam-
ber surface is generated via NURBS lofting techniques (Piegl, 1991). The resulting surface
serves as the basis for plate mesh generation. An interactive interface allows user specification
of the number of nodes desired in both span-wise and chord-wise directions. The default nodal
distribution is at uniform parametric intervals in both parametric directions. Alternatively,
several options are provided for biasing nodal distribution toward specific areas of interest.
Since the underlying geometry is a NURBS surface, the three-dimensional node location is
computed via surface evaluation at each parameter pair; generated as described above. To cal-
culate the blade thickness at each node, a mean camber surface normal is computed and inter-
sected with the original (outer) blade surface. The thickness is given by doubling the distance
between the node and the intersection point. The resulting blade hot-shape plate finite element
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model is output to a file which is compatible with the cold-shape analysis software.
4.2 Generation of Cold-Shape Displacements
This section of the describes the generation of inverse displacements (Ernst, 1992).
First, a nonlinear displacement analysis is made on the hot-shape geometry, which incorpo-
rates aerodynamic and centrifugal loads associated with the operating design point. The dis-
placements that result from the analysis are subtracted from the hot shape geometry, which
leads to a preliminary cold-shape blade geometry, called cold-shape 1. The second step con-
sists of running a nonlinear displacement analysis on cold shape 1 with the same aerodynamic
and centrifugal loads applied. The displacements that result from the analysis are added to
cold shape 1, and a comparison is made with the desired hot-shape geometry. If the maximum
displacement between the hot-shape and cold-shape 1 with added displacements is larger than
0.001 inches, then all the differences are subtracted from cold-shape 1 which is called cold-
shape 2, and the second step is repeated with the new cold-shape. The second step is repeated
until the maximum difference between the hot-shape and cold-shape with added displace-
ments is less than 0.001 inches at all locations on the blade geometry.
A corresponding case to what was described above is shown as a one degree of free-
dom problem in Figure 4.2. A mass, M, is attached to a nonlinear spring, k. The hot-shape for
this model, which is shown in Figure 4.2(a), is such that the mass is a distance a from the fixed
end of the spring. A steady force, F, shown in Figure 4.2(b), is applied to the mass, and the
resulting displacements is d 1. Figure 4.2(c) represents the cold-shape after the first iteration,
where the mass is a distance a-d 1 from the fixed end. Applying load F on the cold-shape
model shown in Figure 4.2(d), a new displacement arises such that the difference between the
original hot-shape and the cold-shape with added displacement is equal to d 2. The difference
between cold-shape 2 and the hot-shape is not yet less than 0.001 inches; thus another itera-
tion takes place, where the new cold shape is represented in Figure 4.2(e). Here, the distance
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Figure 4.2 Schemanc of cold-shape iteration
of the mass form the fixed end of the spring is a-dl-d 2. After applying the load for the last
time, the difference between the hot-shape and the new cold-shape with added displacements
is equal to d 3. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.2(f). d 3 happens to be less than 0.001 inches.
Thus the final cold-shape has been found and is equal to a-d l-d 2.
This mesh generation technique has been implemented with an interactive visual inter-
face using the IRIS Inventor graphical toolkit and the C++ programming language on Silicon
Graphics workstations. The technique has been tested successfully on a variety of blade mod-
els. The interface allows the user to interactively view the hot-shape blade and the mean cam-
ber surface, and to control the variables in generating the finite element mesh.
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CHAPTER 5. COLD-SHAPE CORRECTION POSTPROCESSOR
The goal of the cold-shape postprocessor is to generate an accurate NURBS surface
model of a blade in its nominal configuration, i.e., its cold-shape. The plate element model
described above is augmented with characterizations of the blade's steady state pressure and
centrifugal loading, and an iterative finite element analysis procedure is utilized to determine
nodal displacements due to "unloading" the blade (Thorp and Downey, 1992). In addition to
this the displacement data, the postprocessor requires the hot-shape finite element model as
input. Although it is not required for the shape correction algorithm, the original hot-shape
blade geometry may also be input to provide visual comparison between hot and cold shapes.
The cold-shape correction postprocessor makes extensive use of the mean camber
technology developed for the hot-shape preprocessor. The basic assumption underlying the
technique is that deflections due to operational loading are characterized primarily by bending
and torsion, and that thickness change in the blade is negligible. The procedure is depicted
schematically in Figure 5.1, and the corresponding steps are summarized as follows:
1) displace each mean camber curve
2) find a surface of revolution which contains each one
3) map each to its unique m'-0 coordinate system
4) apply the hot-shape thickness functions to generate section profile curves
5) transform each section profile curve into the cylindrical coordinate system
6) loft the three-dimensional section profile curves
The hot-shape mean camber surface is developed from a number of intersection
curves. Because the mesh distribution is user specified, the resulting chord-wise rows of nodes
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do not generallycorrespondto the constructionmean cambercurves.However, since the
meancambersurfaceisconstructedby lofting curveswhich lie in cylindrical surfacesof revo-
lution, arbitrary iso-parametercurvesin the chord-wisedirectionwill also lie on a cylinder
(exceptnearthe root andtip). The vectordisplacementoutputof the cold-shapeanalysisis
appliedto eachnodeof a row, anda cubic NURBS curve is interpolatedthrough thepoints
(Figure5.la). Thisdisplacedmeancambercurvewill generallynot lie onanycylinder.Thus,
thesurfaceof revolutiononwhichthedisplaced(cold-shape)meancambercurve lies mustbe
generated.In thiscase,the r(u) and z(u) components of the displaced mean camber curves are
used to generate the m'-0 mapping for each blade section (Figure 5. lb).
For each row of nodes, a thickness function corresponding to each mean camber curve
is generated based on the thickness value specified at each node. Because thickness change is
assumed to be negligible the original cylindrical surface of revolution of the hot-shape blade
is used to transform each thickness value into an equivalent normalized space (Figure 5. ld).
The transformed thickness values are interpolated with a cubic NURBS curve using the same
parameterization as the corresponding hot-shape mean camber curve (Figure 5. Ic). Thus, for
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everyparametervalue ue [0,1] a blade thicknesscan becomputedrelative to a specific
locationon themeancambercurve.
To createthecold-shapesectionprofile curves,thethicknessfunctionsareappliedto
eachcold-shapemeancambercurve(Figure5.le). A numberof pointsaregeneratedon each
sectionprofile by offsettingcold-shapemeancambercurvepoints by one half of the corre-
spondingthicknessin bothdirectionsperpendicularto the meancambercurve. Since it is
basedonameancambercurve,thedomainof them'-0 mapping may not be sufficient to char-
acterize all the generated section points. As shown in Figure 5.2, due to the offsetting proce-
dure, some the section points may have negative m' values, or values larger than the
maximum of the mean camber curve. To address this problem, an extrapolation technique is
implemented to extend the domain of the rn'-0 mapping. After each row of displaced nodes is
fit with a NURBS curve in r-z-O space, two additional points are added on each end based on
the maximum thickness of the section and the parametric first derivatives. The curve is then
interpolated again with these additional points to extend the mapping domain in each direc-
tion.
After the cold-shape section profile points are generated, those on the suction and pres-
Figure 5.2
0
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Cold-shape section profile points exceeding the domain of the m'-0 map-
ping
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suresidesare interpolatedwith individual cubic NURBS curves.The leading and trailing
edgesaremodeledwith rationalquadraticBeziersegments,asshownin Figure 5.3.The inte-
rior controlpoint of eachquadraticsegmentis determinedby theintersectionof theappropri-
ate pressure and suction curve tangents, thus ensuring Gl-continuity. The weights
corresponding to each control point are assigned to characterize either circular arcs or ellipse
segments, as specified by the user. Note that if the tangents intersect such that the required arc
span is larger than p, then two conic segments are generated. The degree of the leading and
trailing edge segments is then increased to match that of the pressure and section curves, using
a NURBS degree elevation algorithm (US Navy, 1993). Finally, the spline segments are
joined, and the curve is reparameterized so that the u = 0 and u = 1 points corresponds to the
mid-arc point of the trailing edge segment.
After the characteristic cold shape blade sections are generated in m'-0 space, they are
mapped into r-z-O space by transforming their respective control points. Then the three dimen-
sional blade section curves are lofted in the span-wise direction to produce the final NURBS
surface model of the blade in its cold-shape configuration.
This cold-shape correction technique has been implemented with an visual interface
using the IRIS Inventor graphical toolkit and the C++ programming language on Silicon
ic spline
...._/"..... ,¢/" segment
............. pressure slae _-
.......... curv[_
..............suction side
curve
Figure 5.3 Leading/trailing edge conic spline fit
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Graphicsworkstations.Thetechniquehasbeentestedsuccessfullyon avariety of blademod-
els.The interfaceallows theuserto interactivelyview thehot-shapebladeandthe shapecor-
rectedcold -shapeblade.
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CHAPTER 6. EXAMPLES
6.1 Hot Shape Blade Decomposition Examples
The hot-shape decomposition process and finite element mesh generation procedure
for a two general turbomachinery blade examples is demonstrated in the following figures.
Figures 6.1-6.4 show the hot-shape decomposition process for the first example blade and Fig-
ures 6.5-6.8 for the second example blade. First, the nominal hot-shape blade geometry is dis-
played in wireframe form in Figures 6. l and 6.5. Next, the generated blade section curves and
their corresponding mean camber curves are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.6. Finally, in Figures
6.3 and 6.4, and Figures 6.7. and 6.8 the mean camber surface and associated finite element
mesh are shown.
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Example Blade 1:
Figure 6.1 Hot-shape blade geometry for example blade 1
Figure 6.2 Blade section cuts and mean camber lines for example blade 1
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Figure6.3 Meancambersurfacefor exampleblade1
",-4
Figure 6.4 Mean camber finite element mesh for example blade 1
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Example Blade 2:
Figure 6.5 Hot-shape blade geometry for example blade 2
Figure 6.6 Blade section cuts and mean camber lines for example blade 2
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Figure6.7 Meancambersurfacefor exampleblade2
Figure6.8 Meancamberfiniteelementmeshfor exampleblade2
6.2 Cold-Shape Correction Examples
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The cold-shape correction is demonstrated in Figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11. Figure 6.9
shows the results of the cold-shape correction method on example blade 1 presented in Fig-
ures 6.1-6.4. Figures 6.10, and 6.11 show the results for the cold-shape correction method on
example blade2 presented in Figures 6.5 - 6.8. For reference, the original hot-shape blade
geometry is shown along with the resulting cold-shape geometry. The cold-shape displace-
ments have been multiplied by a scale factor so that the shape distortion is obvious.
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cold-shape
hot-shape
Figure6.9 Cold-shapecorrectionfor exampleblade1with a
distortionscalefactorof 5
cold-shape hot-shape
Figure6.10 Cold-shapecorrectionfor exampleblade2 with adistortion
scalefactorof 10
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Figure6.11 Cold-shapecorrectionfor aexampleblade2 with adistor-
tion scalefactorof 20
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS
The integrated and interactive cold-shape correction method provides an effective tool
for the design, analysis and manufacture of turbomachinery blades. Given blade hot-shape
geometry in the IGES format the technique generates a NURBS based representation of the
cold-shape geometry which may be output in the IGES format. The method is composed of
two main components: a preprocessor that generates a plate finite element model of the hot-
shape geometry, and a postprocessor that generates the cold-shape corrected blade. The pre-
processor decomposes the hot-shape blade surface model into a mean camber surface and an
associated set of thickness functions. A plate finite element mesh is generated on the resulting
mean camber surface. The finite element model is used as input for specialized analysis soft-
ware for cold-shape correction which provides displacements due to unloading the blade. The
postprocessor constructs the nominal cold-shape blade model in two steps. First, the nodal
deflections are applied to the hot-shape finite element model to generate a cold-shape mean
camber surface. Then the original hot-shape thickness functions are applied to the cold-shape
mean camber surface to generate characteristic blade section curves which are lofted to define
the cold-shape blade model. The shape correction method is more accurate and efficient than
currently available techniques. Both the finite element mesh generation and cold-shape dis-
placement application are greatly improved. Also, the method takes many of the manual oper-
ations out of the cod-shape correction process.The method has been successfully applied to
several industrial examples.
Future research will improve the capabilities of the integrated shape correction
method. The upgrades to the technique will include mid-span shroud capabilities, the ability
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to accommodatebladeloading,andthreedimensionalmeshgenerationcapabilities.Themid-
spanshroudcapabilitywill permit inputof NURBSblademodelswith externalsupports,i.e.
mid-spanshrouds.This taskwill focusonmethodsto accommodatemid-spanshroudgeome-
try within amesh.The bladeloadingability will be integratedby utilizing DT_NURBScapa-
bility to allowanarbitrarynumberof dependentnumberof dependentvariables,which will
allow loads,suchastemperatureandpressure,to be incorporatedinto thesurfacerepresenta-
tion itself. Finally, thepreprocessorwill allow thegenerationof threedimensionalsolidele-
mentswhich will accommodateinternalvoidsandotherthreedimensionalshapedetails.
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PART II
Turbomachine Blade Structure Loading Correction and Analysis
D.C. Rickert and J.H. Oliver
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUTION
1.1 Background
Turbomachinery is in widespread use throughout the world. Applications such as power
generation, aircraft, ships, natural gas distribution systems, and even automobiles make
use of rotating fluid machinery in multiple ways. Billions of dollars are involved in
equipment, maintenance and operating costs for this type of machinery. Given these
widespread applications and capital investments, very beneficial economic effects can be
gained from improvements in efficiency, affordability, reliability, and weight and noise
reduction.
The cost of implementing new technology in propulsion systems is becoming
prohibitively expensive. One of the major contributors to the high cost is the need to
perform many large scale system tests. Extensive testing is used to capture the complex
interactions among the multiple disciplines (e.g., fluid dynamics or structural dynamics)
and the many components in complex systems. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) is pioneering the effort of developing computational tools for
turbomachinery design, analysis and manufacture. NASA's aim is to allow for
comprehensive evaluation of new concepts early in the design phase before a
commitment to hardware is made. The culmination of this effort, the Numerical
Propulsion System Simulator (NPSS), is an interdisciplinary project to unite the various
disciplines in turbine design.
NPSS will allow for rapid assessment of field-related problems, particularly in cases
where operational problems were encountered during conditions that would be difficult to
simulate experimentally. The tremendous progress taking place in computational
engineering,therapid increasein computingpowerandvisualizationtoolsmakethis
conceptfeasible.
1.2Motivation
Thetraditionaldesignandanalysisprocedurethat is appliedto acomplexturbinesystem
decomposesthesysteminto isolatedcomponentsandfocusesattentiononeachsingle
physicaldiscipline(e.g.,fluid dynamicsor structuraldynamics).Consequently,the
interactionsthatnaturallyoccurbetweencomponentsanddisciplinescanbemaskedby
thelimited interactionsthat occurbetweenindividualsor teamsdoingthe designand
analysis.Thiscanposeseriousproblemsfor a highly integratedpropulsionsystem,where
tight couplingcanproduceunforeseeninteractionshavingadverseeffectsonsystem
performance.If thecouplingis not identifieduntil thesystemhasbeenbuilt andtested,
thenthesystemmustundergoredesignandretesting.Typically, severaliterationsof the
design-build-testcyclearerequiredbeforedesiredperformanceis achieved.This is an
extremelycostlyandtimeconsumingprocess.As aresult,the introductionof advanced
technologytakesmanyyearsasthesesystemsslowly evolve.Theneedexiststo reduce
thetime andcostassociatedwith introducingnewtechnology.
Bladegeometryis oneof themostcritical elementsof turbomachinerymanufacture.
Veryprecisegeometricdefinitionsfor theoperatinggeometryis specifiedby an
aerospacedesigner.Evenslightdeviationsfrom ablade'sprecisedefinition canseverely
affectengineperformance.Thebladegeometry,whensubjectedto operatingloads,is
oftenreferredto astheoperatinggeometry.Conversely,theblade'sgeometryin its
unloadedstateis oftenreferredto asthemanufacturinggeometry.Theability to
manufactureabladegeometrythatwill havethe intendeddesignshapeunderfully loaded
operatingconditionshasbeenlimited. Forinstance,surfacepressuresderivedfrom an
aerodynamicanalysismaybeusedin astructuralanalysisof theblading.However,
bi-directionalcouplingeffectsarerarelyintroducedin theoverall analysisprocess.With
theadventof lighter and stronger materials, which deform severely under loading,
accurate shape correction for the manufacturing geometry can greatly reduce cycle time of
the finished product.
In addition, data management capabilities must be provided that can persistently
represent the complex relationships that exist between the analysis data. For instance, a
finite element analysis model is typically derived from a particular version of blade
geometry, and the analysis model has multiple analysis result states, each associated with
different operating conditions. The design of turbomachinery is often a trade-off between
efficiency and stall at both design and off-design operating conditions. While the
compressor must operate efficiently at design conditions it must also be able to start, idle,
and transition from one condition to another. Further, the compression system must
perform with a sufficient safety margin between it's expected range of operation and
compressor stall.
The intent of this project is to provide an efficient tool to facilitate blade analyses, and to
assess the rotor's structural performance. The analysis is carried out by first performing a
rotor internal secondary flow analysis to generate rotor internal pressures and
temperatures. These results then are applied, along with rotational speed and the outer
diameter pressures and temperatures, to compute the structural response of the blade. The
structural analysis is performed using a finite element analysis program, which can create
single or multiple load result states. In order to smoothly interpolate analyses results
between manufacturing and operating conditions, the displacements field is interpolated
with a tri-parametric B-spline referred to as a hyperpatch. The hyperpatch can be applied
to the blade's undeformed NURBS representation to determine the blade's manufacturing
geometry, off-design geometry, and a wide range of auxiliary structural analysis results,
such as blade tip clearances, blade twist, and blade radial growth.
4The hyperpatch allows the designer to generate a NURBS surface representation of the
deformed blade, which includes the manufacturing or any off-design geometry within the
range of the finite element analysis. The designer can scan through the range of loading
conditions and observe immediate visual feed back of the deformed blade at any
displacement desired. The off-design geometry can give the designer insight in to the
machine's performance as it transitions from one operating point to the next, potentially
saving the design process a costly build and test cycle if the off-design geometry proves
inadequate.
The distance between a rotor blade and the casing, or a stator blade and the rotor, has a
substantial effect on the efficiency and stall characteristics of a blade row. This distance is
called tip clearance and is a function of the operating point and the system structural
response. The running tip clearance is dependent on the structural and aerodynamic
design of the system, and in most cases is not accurately known. In many ways, accurate
prediction of tip clearance is the essence of stall line management.
A blade's twist angle characterizes its shape relative to its axis of rotation. The
performance of the fluid flow over the blade is dependent on the blade twist, thus the
performance of the blade will vary due to structural displacement. The variation in
loading associated with the transition from one operating point to the next, produces a
blade twist that is dynamically changing, and usually unknown. Blade twist gives some
indication of the pressure distribution over the surface of the blade, and can indicate
operating ranges where problems could occur.
Improved turbomachinery design resulting from high performance computing promises
to give the U.S. aerospace industry a critical competitive edge. No software tools are
availableto automaticallyconstructaNURBS representationof the blade'sdeformed
shapefrom thefinite elementdisplacementresults.Thisprojectaddressesthis need
throughthedevelopmentof analyticalmethodsandtheir implementationin softwareto
integrateanalysisresultswith geometricblademodels.This allowsdisplacementresults
to beappliedto theundeformedbladeNURBS surfacerepresentationto determinethe
blade'smanufacturinggeometry,andanyoff-designgeometrywith-in the operatingrange
modeledbythefinite elementanalysis.
6CHAPTER 2. BLADE DESIGN METHODOLOGY
A clear understanding of some basic concepts of blade design is paramount to
understanding the need for, and the usefulness of this work.
2.1 Traditional Blade Design
Traditional blade designers use unique skills to determine optimal blade geometries.
Blade designers represent the blade geometry as a grid of points on the surface of the
blade or with non-standard algebraic equations [1 ]. Axial blade design typically begins
with two-dimensional stream line curvature through-flow algorithms that aid in
determining the blade cross-section geometry from aerodynamic requirements [2]. Input
to these includes overall aerodynamic performance and basic blade section information.
Output is generally a grid of points on the blade surface. The restrictions of these
programs are that they will only generate certain types of blade geometry (i.e., axial
compressor blades).
Blades are typically defined by a series of cross-sectional profiles stacked at several
radial locations. The profiles (or blade sections) are generally developed on planes, or on
concentric cylinders of cones, which are intended to approximate the path of the fluid
flow through the turbomachine. The blade sections are related to these surfaces and to one
another by a stacking axis, which is generally limited to a line segment.
There is currently no application available that allows geometric manipulation in an
intuitive, user-friendly environment that displays the blade in its three dimensional form,
and is general enough for all types of turbomachiner3'.
2.2RecentDesignMethods
Recentdevelopmentsin algorithmdesignallowsageneralstreamsurface,which can
exactlyrepresenttheboundaryconditions of the turbomachines's fluid flow. This set of
algorithms, developed by Perry L. Miller [3], allows for interactive blade construction on
general stream surfaces (surfaces of revolution) and stacking axes, while providing an
interface and design methodology familiar to the areo-designer. This method of blade
design is motivated by the need to define and modify blade sections within general
surfaces of revolution, while providing intuitive interaction techniques.
2.3 Coordinate system
A blade is represented in a cylindrical coordinate system comprised of r- z-, and 0-
coordinates. The blade is oriented such that it revolves about the z-axis in the 0- direction.
For axial turbomachinery components, the r-axis is referred to as the blade span direction,
and the z-axis is referred to as the chord direction. In an axial flow turbomachine, fluid
flows past the blade in the positive z-direction. The axial path of fluid flow can be
represented as a stream curve in the r-z plane.
-- R axis -Span direction
Direction of fluid flo_,
Chord direction
>
Z-axis
Figure 2.1 Blade in r-z-theta
2.4 Stream Curves and Surfaces
A blade model is generated from several blade section curves which are each related to a
specific stream surface by a stacking axis (Figure 2.2). A stream surface characterizes the
desired axial fluid flow through the machine and is defined by a stream curve in the r-z
plane. The stream surface can be any general surface of revolution because the stream
curve can be any planar curve. The use of stream curves stems from Bernoulli's principle
[4] named aider the Swiss mathematician and Scientist Daniel Bernoulli. The principle
states that the total mechanical energy of an incompressible and inviscid flow is constant
along a streamline. Typically, several stream curves are required to define a blade. Figure
2.2 shows several stream curves and one stream surface. Several stream curves which are
used to develop stream surfaces on which blade sections will be defined. As shown in
Figure 2.2 a stream surface is generated by revolving a stream curve around the z-axis in
the theta direction. The stream surface characterizes the desired axial fluid flow through
the machine, as defined by a stream curve.
Stacking axis
R axis
ream Curve
Figure 2.2 Stream curves and surface
2.5 Stacking Axis
A blade model can be generated from several blade section curves which are each
related to a specific stream surface by the stacking axis. The stacking axis can be any
general space curve. The only requirement is that the stacking axis intersect all stream
surfaces. The stacking axis in this method characterizes the placement of the blade
sections relative to their corresponding stream surfaces.
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Stacking Axes
Stream Curve
/
Figure 2.3 Stacking Axis with stream information
2.6 Blade Sections and B-Splines
Regardless of the design method, the blade's final surface is generally computed by
skinning the blade sections, or directly interpolating the grid of surface points [5].
Skinning is the process of interpolating a surface through a series of roughly parallel
curves, which is analogous to the process of placing a hull (skin) on a ships keel frame
(blade sections). In Millers method, the blade section geometry is the intersection of the
intended blade with the stream surface.
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Figure 2.4 Section to blade view
Blade Section
Z axis
In this project, blades, blade sections, stream curves, and stream surfaces are represented
as non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). The NURBS, representation, provides a
precise mathematical description for geometry, that is easily manipulated and analyzed.
The basic definition of B-spline curves and surfaces can be found in most geometric
modeling textbooks, (e.g., Farin, 1993; Mortenson, 1985, deBoor, 1978) or in any of the
many survey articles on the subject (Bohm et al., 1984; Piegl, 1991). The following
provides a brief description of B-splines to facilitate a better understanding of the
methods developed in this project.
2.7 NURBS Curves and Surfaces
B-spline curves are characterized as a linear combination of points, called control points.
The basis functions defining the linear combination, referred to as B-splines, are typically
generated via the Cox-deBoor algorithm [6]. Given knot vector U-- {0,..., O, up+1.....
tt,,_p_2..... 1 .... 1} a monotonically increasing sequence of real numbers, the ith B-spline
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basis function of degree p, denoted Ni, p(U), is defined by the recursive relationship shown
in equation (2).
N,o(U)={1 if (Uo<_U<-U,+_)
' 0 otherwise_ _ _ (1)
_i+p+l --
- N,+,.,_,(u)
u,+p - u, u,+p+I - u,., (2)
where it is assumed that 0/0 = 0.
The knot vector governs the relationship between parametric and spatial variation, and
its entries represent the parameter values at segment joints (knots). A non-periodic
B-spline is characterized by a knot vector in which the first and last knot values are
repeated p+ 1 (order) times. This results in a curve that interpolates the first and last
control points.
A B-spline curve, of degree p, is defined as follows,
?/
C(u) = ZNi,pPi, O<_u<_l
i=0 (3)
where Pi are the control points and the Ni,p(U ) are the pth degree B-spline functions,
defined above, and a non-periodic knot vector U= {0,..., O, Up+1..... U,.p. 2..... 1 .... 1}. The
degree p, number of knots m, and the number of control points are related by formula (4):
m=n+p+l. (4)
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2.8 B-Spline Surfaces
A B-spline surface of degree (p,q) is specified by an (m-p) X (n-q) grid of control points
Pij arranged in a topologically rectangular array and knot vectors U and V of length (m+l)
and (n+ 1), respectively. The surface, denoted as S(u,v), is thus defined as the tensor
product of the control point array and the B-spline basis functions defined over each knot
vector:
(m-p-l)(n-q-1)
S (u,v)= _ _ Ni,p (u) Nj,q (v)ei,j
i=o j=o (5)
2.9 Curve Interpolation
The curve interpolation problem can be solved as follows. Given a set of data points Qk,
where k = 0..... n, a B-spline curve is desired that for certain parameter values u k,
?/
Q =C(uk)=ZP N ,p(Uk)
i=0 (6)
To solve this equation, the parameter values uk corresponding to the data points are
required, as well as the knot vector, and the degree of the curve. One of the several
methods to compute the parameter values is the centripetal method [5]. The cetripital
method allows curves to fit tighter comers with fewer interpolant points than other
methods such as chordal, or uniform. The centripital parameters are found as follows.
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__ dr') 1/2Qi :_i-ll
u0 = O, ui = ui-1 + _-,n-1 t") --i') 1/2 ' Un = 1
z.._j=l _--.j -'_j-1 (7)
Given the parameter values, a knot vector is needed that reflects the distribution of these
parameters. The following averaging method is commonly used, to determine interior
knots
1 j+p+l
uj - _-'u i j = l,...,n- p
P i=j (8)
It can be proved that the coefficient,
Ni,p(llk) i,k=O,...,n
(9)
is totally positive and with a bandwidth less than or equal to p + 1. Therefore, the linear
system can be solved by Gauss elimination.
2.10 Skinning
Blade surface geometry is typically created by skinning blade cross-sections. Given a set
of NURBS curves, a NURBS surface can be constructed to interpolate these curves. The
one restriction of these curves is a common knot vector. The curves can either be
constructed with a common knot vector, or their knot vectors may be merged after
construction. The knot merging technique increases the size of each curve definition,
commonly making each curve definition equal in size to the sum of all the original curves
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in the merging process. To avoid knot merging, a common parameter vector, u_., is
developed for all the curves prior to interpolation.
To create a common parameter vector, the number of interpolant points for each curve
must be equal. As described in section 2.8, a parameter vector, u]e is developed for each
set of curve points based on the centripital method. The elements of the parameter
vectors are then averaged, creating a common parameter vector. The common parameter
vector is then used to create a common knot vector. Each set of curve points is then
interpolated as describe in section 2.8 using the common parameter and knot vectors.
Consider a set of (n+l) NURBS curves that have the same degree p and knot vector U:
y/
Ck(u) = _.,Ni,p(u)Qi,k
i=0 (10)
The control points for these curves (Qik) make an (n+l) by (m+l) grid of points (shown
as black and gray points in Figure 2.5. Calculating a knot vector Vwith degree q in the
v-direction (as described above) and interpolating the control point grid in the v-direction
yields,
m
Ci(u) = _-, Ni,q (u) Pi,j
j=O (11)
The control points for these curves (P/j) also make an (n+l) by (m+l) grid of points
(shown as gray and white points in Figure 2.5). Evaluating this grid of control points (Pi/)
with knot vectors U and V. and degrees p and q, yields a surface S(u,v) that interpolates
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theoriginal curves Ck(U ). The curves Ck(u) are isoparametric curves (constant v) in the
u-direction on the surface S(u,v).
,,..o...,_._" °° °'" "°°''-°°
'""",, 0 both
_-o. c,_(u)
9.o,,eo ___"_"._. / / c_.(_)
-®
9.oo,&o
Figure 2.5 Control point grid
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2.11 Implementation
Despite their thorough documentation in the open literature, computational
implementation of general purpose NURBS modeling techniques is a large and complex
undertaking. Thus, this research takes full advantage of the DT_NURBS Spline Library
provided by the Naval Surface Warfare Center [9]. This library provides a complete and
robust collection of NURBS-based modeling and analysis functions and is available for
public distribution in the United States.
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CHAPTER 3. BLADE PREPROCESSING
The blade preprocessing methodology presented in this paper is a continuation of the
pioneering work done by Brian Hines [7]. The original blade preprocessing algorithm,
while accurate, was computationally expensive, which impaired the interactive nature of
the software specifications.
Blade preprocessing requires the development of model suitable for f'mite element
analysis (FEA). Many finite element methods performed on blades require the use of
plate elements. Plate elements are characterized as triangles or quadrilaterals with
thickness defined at each vertex (node). Thus for blades this motivates the need to
compute a mean camber surface from the blade surface.
Hines original method for determining the mean camber curve involved intersecting the
blade geometry with stream surfaces to develop a set of blade sections. The
surface/surface intersection to find the blade rows is a NewtonfRaphson search. For each
intersection curve the mean camber line must be calculated. The result of the
surface-surface intersection is a three-dimensional (space) curve, but the mean camber
algorithm, used by Hines, requires a closed planar curve as input. Thus an angle
preserving transformation is developed to map the space curve onto a plane. The
transformation is generated from a two-dimensional curve in the r-z-plane which defines
a surface of revolution about the z-axis. The transformation maps an r-z an r-z-curve onto
a one-dimensional coordinate (m') equivalent to meridional arc length normalized with
respect to radius [7]. Hines procedure, while very accurate, was computationally
expensive, and a faster method was sought.
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3.1Mean camber technology
As with Hines work, the goal is to develop a plate element model for FEA analysis. The
plate model for a blade is its mean camber surface which can be considered the skeletal
surface of the blade. The procedure for mean camber surface construction involves
extraction of several characteristic blade profile curves. Figure 3.1 shows a blade cross
section, with blade surface points lying on mean camber surface normals at t/2 and -t/2,
where t is the thickness of the blade. The following procedure takes advantage of section
skinning and de-engineers the geometry to calculate the needed information.
mean camber suffacN
Figure 3.1 Mean camber surface defmition
Step 1.
The process of mean-camber production starts by extracting chord-wise iso-parameter
curves along the stacking axes of the air-foil surface, including the root and the tip,
section curves corresponding to v = 0 and v = 1 respectively. The number of parameters is
based on the span-wise knot vector: Knots are averaged based on the degree of the curve
to yield more parameter values than internal knots. These parameter values are generally
referred to as the "nodes" of the B-spline [5] curve (unrelated to the FEA term). The
nodes t i of a B-spline curve are given by,
1 p
ki = T j_=lui+j
i= 0,...,n
(12)
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Usingthespan-wisenodes,iso-parametercurves(bladesections)aregeneratedfrom the
surfacedefinition asfollows.
n m
Cv:<"): S (u,vj) : E Z N,..<u) Nj,m(vj)Pi,j
i=0j=0
)(Z ()P) _N )Q():ZN,:(,, N,°vj ,,_ : ,,,(u v_
• I=O ]]=0
Q_(v,):_N,+(v,)P,,_
,=o (14)
(13)
Where Qj(Vi) are the curve control points, using the knots from the blade's chord-wise
knot vector.
Step 2.
The leading and trailing edges of each iso-parameter curve must be found. These edges
are defined as the two points of minimum radius of curvature. The search for these points
starts by finding a set of parameter values that yield successive chordal line segments
which deviate from the curve by a user-specified maximum. Since the advent of
numerically controlled machines many algorithms have been developed for this purpose.
One such algorithm that uses small steps to approximate the curve by its osculating circle,
so that the local curvature of the intersection curve may be used to determine the step
length.
//
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Figure 3.2 Curve Approximation
By Pythagora's theorem, we may show that
L 2 = 4* fi* (2* p - ,5) (15)
where L is the step length, p is the radius of curvature, and 5 is the chord height.
The algorithm used to implements the search, DTSCHT, returns an array of parametric
values corresponding to equal chordheights. The curve is then evaluated at these points
and a cordlength is then determined for each segment. The lengths are compared, with the
two smallest distances being the bounds of the leading and trailing edge points. The
parametric boundaries of these two line segments are subdivided, yielding the parameters
of the blades leading and trailing edge.
Step 3.
Once the parametric values of the leading and trailing edges are identified, knot insertion
is used at those locations until the two knots are of degree equal to that of the curve. The
repeated "knots create areas suitable to break the spline into two separate NURBS entities.
Step 4.
At this step each of the two curves are divided into equal arc length segments using
another algorithm called DTEQAR. The number of segments used is determined by the
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combinednumberof controlpointsof bothcurve,thusrelatingtheprocedureto the
amountof definition availablein the curves. This algorithm returns an array of
parameters, which yield points of equal arc lengths on both curves. Corresponding points
on both curves are joined with line segments which are bisected to yield points on the
mean-camber of the blade points on the mean-camber curve of the blade. This method is
commonly used in industry, and is found to provide an accurate mean camber surface.
Figure 3.3 shows a blade section dissected as described.
Points on the Mean-Camber
Figure 3.3 Mean camber points
Step 5.
The mean-camber points for each blade section are then interpolated with a cubic
NURBS curve. These curves are then skinned to form a mean-camber surface.
After a mean-camber surface is found the production of a subrange and thickness map
can begin, as described in the next chapter.
3.2 FEA analysis
Plate elements are typically required for the FEA analysis. A triangle or quadrilateral
mesh should be developed using the mean camber surface. Plate elements require the
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locationof eachvertex(node),with acorrespondingthickness.For accurateshape
correction,theparametriclocationsof theverticesmustbestoredfor postprocessing.The
reason for storing these values for accurate manufacturing shape correction will become
apparent in the Post Processing section.
Using this model, FEA analyses are performed on the blade with a variety of different
operating conditions. For each analysis, centrifugal loading along with pressure and
temperature information are provided to the FEA analysis. One of the results of the FEA
analysis, are the blade displacement files. The displacement file contains several grids of
vectors which indicates how the operating blade will deform at different speeds.
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CHAPTER 4. BLADE POST PROCESSING
4.1 Introduction to post processing
The goal of post processing is to use the FEA analysis to reconstruct the full blade
geometry at any operating point, and provide structural response analysis such as blade
twist, radial growth, etc. The data developed by the FEA analysis has multiple result
states reflecting a range of operating conditions. Each result state is a separate
displacement field covering the mean camber surface at a specific speed. In order to
smoothly interpolate analyses results between manufacturing and operating conditions,
the displacement fields are interpolated with a tri-parametric B-spline referred to as a
hyperpatch.
4.2 Displacement Hyperpatch
Blade post processing takes advantage of a four dimensional NURBS concept called a
hyperpatch. Conceptually a hyperpatch can be considered as an extension of the NURBS
surface. A NURBS definition of a surface or vector field, can describe any number of
dependent variables, usually XYZ, as a function of two independent parameters. A
NURBS solid or hyperpatch, can also describe any number of dependent variables, but it
uses three independent parameters. The advantage of the third independent variable is that
it allows smooth interpolation between complete surfaces, or complete vector fields. The
hyperpatch application is often used to describe a surface changing over time, but for this
application, it is a vector field changing over an operating speed range. The advantage of
using a hyperpatch is that it provides a smooth and continuous definition of how the blade
displacements vary throughout its operating range.
Turbine blades are designed by aerodynamicists in a nominal operating configuration,
known as the "operating geometry". However, deformations caused by centrifugal
loading, pressure forces, and thermal gradients require that the blade be produced in its
_:l...........................................
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"manufacturing geometry" so that the operating geometry is realized after these effects
are accounted for.
First, nonlinear displacement FEA analysis is performed on the operating geometry,
which incorporates aerodynamic and centrifugal loads associated with the operating
design point. Due to the complexity of the dynamics involved with turbine blades, the
FEA analysis is usually performed incrementally creating displacement results through
out it operating range. The vector displacements file that results from the FEA analysis
are developed into a NURBS triparametric vector solid (hyperpatch).
When the displacement hyperpatch is evaluated at a constant parameter value
corresponding to speed, it produces a vector surface. This vector surface correlates
parametrically to positions on the mean camber surface. Since the FEA mesh generally
does not correspond to the original blade sections geometry, blade surface points are
generated from the mean camber surface and corresponding displacements is applied to
both pressure and suction-side points yielding points on a displaced blade. The blade is
then reconstructed via section interpolation and skinning.
4.3 Blade subrange map
The term subrange describes a B-spline which, when evaluated, provides parameters
specific to another B-spline. The mean camber to surface subrange map is a NUR.BS
definition that contains the parametric location of corresponding blade surface points that
are perpendicular to any mean camber surface point. When this subrange surface is
evaluated at any parameter value (u m, Vm), it will produce seven dependent values. Four
of these seven values (u s, vs, Up, Vp) are the parameters which, when used to evaluate the
blade surface, generate points on the corresponding blade surfaces, where the subscript s
refers to the suction side of the surface, and p the pressure side. In addition, the
subrange-surface evaluation produces the blade thickness, and may produce pressure and
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temperaturedataif it is available.Figure4.1showsanormalto the mean-cambersurface
with theintersectionpointson thepressureandsuctionsidesof the bladesection.
Bs M
mean camber surfac N / _______..__..._..__s_
t/2 Bp
Figure 4.1 Subrange values
Where:
M(u,v) : mean camber B-spline definition.
B(u,v) : blade surface B-spline definition.
Map(u, v) : subrange map surface B-spline definition.
M = M(u,v); A point on the mean-camber surface.
t/2, us, vs, Up,Vp = Map(u, v); corresponding parameter values of the blade surface.
B s = Blade(us, Vs): A coordinate value on the suction side of the airfoil, which is
perpendicular to the mean-camber surface at M.
Bp = Blade(up, Vp): Point on the pressure side of the air-foil, which is
perpendicular to the mean-camber surface at M.
The map's fifth dependent variable contains the thickness of the blade, with the sixth
and seventh dependent variables being reserved for pressure and temperature from
aerolastic analysis.
The critical design criteria of the map generating algorithm was determining the density
of parameters to be fit. relative to their position on the mean camber surface. The map is
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usedin severalfunctions,but its primaryuseis for bladereconstruction. To reconstruct
an accurate blade surface, care must be taken to insure heavier information density at the
rapidly changing blade edges. The best behaved blade definitions generally pack 70% of
their information in the 10% of blade geometry which comprise the two edges of the
blade. To accomplish this, the map and thickness generating algorithm incorporates the
ability to smoothly increase the information density as the edges of the blade are reached.
The creation of the mean camber subrange map is outlined in the following steps.
Step 1.
A number ofnormals are found on the mean camber surface at parameter values
developed using the algorithm described above. The number of normals is determined by
the original blade definition, since each normal represents a point on either side of the
reconstructed blade the number is based on half the number of control points on the
original blade. In practice this number was often larger than necessary, due to the fact that
most of the original blades were developed in standard CAD systems by lofting blade
rows. When blade rows are lofted, knot merging is almost universally used, which
explodes the NURBS definition far beyond what is necessary to determine the blade.
With the parameter values determined, the normal is found by taking the cross product of
the surfaces partial derivatives,
n =S,,(,,,v)®Sv(u,v)
(The DTNURBS function DTSPDR is used to evaluate a NURBS surface and its
derivatives.) Knowing the normal and the point at which it was created, a lines is
constructed, which will intersect both sides of the air foil surface. The intersections on
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bothsidesof thebladesurfaceis foundusingDTSLXT, whichretumstheintersection
pointsin bothparametricandCartesianspace.
Step2.
Theintersectionpoints(Cartesianandparametric),andtheparametersof the mean
cambersurfaceevaluation,areall neededto fit thesubrangemapsurface.Map
constructionstartswith buildingtheknot vectors.In bothparametricdirectionsthe
parametersusedto evaluatethemeancambersurfacenormalsareusedto createtheknot
vectorsasdescribedin section2.6. Thetwo real coordinatesfoundoneachintersection
line areusedto determineabladethicknessat meancambersurfacepoint. Spline
interpolationis usednext to fit thefour bladesurface,thethickness,andanytemperature
andpressuredatethatmaybeavailableinto roughlyparallelsevendependentvariable
curvesusingDTLSA. Thecurvesarethenskinned,asdescribedin section2.7 using
DTCRBL,which developsthesubrangemap.
With thesubrangemap,andthevectorsurfaceof displacements,themanufacturing
geometryor anyoff-designgeometrywithin therangeof theFEAanalysiscanbequickly
generated.
4.4 BladeReconstruction
Whentheuserwantsto view or produceaportablefile of themanufacturinggeometry,
he/shemayadjusttheslidershownin Figure4.2.Thebladegeometrywill immediately
update,andcanbewritten to anIGESfile if desired.
Displaced Blade
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inal Blade
_::Blade File name: Ablade2
Disp. File name: adp.reverse.naspch
No, of Load Cases: 5
Type of Fit: Cubic
14800
Set:ram
Magnification +lUll [] write Iges
Adding Displacements Subtraction Displacements \
Produced a Portable File at Current Displacement
Figure 4.2 Displacing the blade
With the blade-map, and the displacement vector hyperpatch, it is a straight forward
process to develop the manufacturing, or off-design geometry. The process starts with
evaluating the blade map, blade geometry, and hyperpatch concurrently. The hyperpatch
has three parameters, as opposed to only two for the blade-map and blade B-spline. The
first two parameters of the hyperpatch represents the position on the mean camber
surface, with the third parameter of the hyperpatch corresponding to the speed of vector
displacements. The blade map evaluation produces parametric values, which are used to
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evaluate two points on the corresponding blade B-spline. The hyperpatch is then
evaluated at the same parametric locations as the blade map, with the third parametric
location being set from the selected speed (RPM) setting, generating vector
displacements. The vector displacements are then added to the blade surface points, and
the process is continued over the entire surface of the blade until enough definition exists
to create a displaced blade.
With the capacity to determine the blade's geometry over its operating range the
opportunity existed to provide geometric analysis of engineering interests.
4.5 Blade analysis
The design of turbo-machinery is often a trade-off between efficiency and stall at both
design and off-design operating conditions. While the compressor must operate
efficiently at design conditions it must also be able to start, idle, and transition from one
condition to another. Further, the compression system must perform with a sufficient
safety margin between its expected range of operation and compressor stall.
Having both a continuous definition of how the blade will deform, and the ability to
rapidly apply it to the blade, at descrete speed values, provides the means to do some
critical blade analysis. This information can help predict likely operating areas where
engine stall may occur, and it can also indicate performance trends such as power output
of the blade.
4.5.1Airfoil Twist
Figure 4.3 show Airfoil twist the blade twisting displacement from its base through the
tip of the blade. Shown on the graph, no appreciable twist occurs on the blade until 50%
span of the blade. The blade twist is loosely related to the power output of the blade, due
to the bending moments of the fluid pressure upon the blade.
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Figure 4.3 Airfoil Twist
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4.5.2 Radial Growth
Figure 4.4 shows Radial Growth Points along the tip of the blade extend radially from
its axes of revolution. The radial growth of the blade is a function of the centrifugal forces
loading the blade. The two main performance features indicated by the blade's growth are
related to its tip clearance to the wall. If the tip clearance is too large it can be an
indication of engine stall conditions, and if the tip clearance is too small it may indicate a
potential for the blade to rub on the flow surface wall.
Figure 4.4 Radial Growth
-2 I
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4.5.3 Tip Clearance
If the blades stream surface (Figure 2.3) definition is available, Figure 8.3 can be
developed which gives a more accurate representation of how the blade is interacting with
its flow surface. The two main performance features indicated by the blade's tip clearance
are related to its distance From the wall of its flow surface. If the tip clearance is too large
it can be an indication of engine stall conditions, and if the tip clearance is too small it
may indicate a potential for the blade to rub on the flow surface wall.
Tip
Figure 4.5 Tip Clearance
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes an effective tool for the design, analysis and manufacture of
turbomachinery blades. Given the blade operating geometry in IGES format this
technique generates a NURBS based representation of the manufacturing geometry which
may be output in the IGES format. The method is composed of two main components: a
preprocessor that generates a plate finite element model of the operating geometry, and a
post processor that generates the manufacturing corrected blade. The preprocessor
decomposes the operating blade surface model into a mean camber surface and an
associated subrange map. A plate finite element mesh is generated on the resulting mean
camber surface. The finite element model is used as input for specialized analysis
software for shape correction which provides displacement due to loading the blade. The
post processor constructs the nominal manufacturing blade model in two steps. First, the
deflections are mapped to the operating geometry to generate a point representation of the
manufacturing geometry. The blade points are then developed into a NURBS geometry
with the same amount of definition as the original operating geometry. The shape
correction method is more accurate and efficient than currently available techniques. Both
the finite element mesh generation and manufacturing displacement application are
improved. Also, the method takes many of the manual operations out of the blade
correction process. This software is currently being tested at the NASA Lewis Research
center, and is due to be released to industry in October, 1996.
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ABSTRACT
An efficient and precise method is presented for the generation of
turbomachinery blade models in nominal configuration, i.e., the
"'cold-shape" given the blade geometry at operating conditions, i.e.,
the "hot-shape." The shape correction technique has two mmn com-
ponents: a preprocessor that generates a plate finite element model
of the hot-shape geometry, and postprocessor that performs the
blade shape correction. The preprocessor decomposes the hot-
shape blade surface model into a mean camber surface and an asso-
ciated set of thickness functions. A plate finite element mesh is gen-
erated on the resulting mean camber surface. The finite element
model is used as input for specialized analysis software for cold-
shape correction which provides displacements due to unloading
the blade. The postprocessor constructs the nominal cold-shape
blade model in two steps. First. the nodal deflections are applied to
the hot-shape finite element model to generate a cold-shape mean
camber surface. Then the original hot-shape thickness functions are
applied to the cold-shape mean camber surface to generate charac-
teristic blade section curves which are lofted to define the cold-
shape blade model. Several exampIe_ of turbomachinery blades in
their hot-shape and resulting geometry are presented to demonstrate
the capabilities of the technique.
INTRODUCTION
Manufacturers of turbomachinery products are under the same
competitive pressures driving many indusmes toward reduced
product development time and improved product quality, while si-
multaneously reducing development costs. The technology under-
lying the turbomachinery industry has reached relative maturity, so
that even small improvements in overall thermodynamic efficiency
can provide a competitive advantage. Blade design is one of the
most crucial elements of turbomachinery development. As the per-
formance of turbomachinery is enhanced, blade strength-to-weight
ratio has increased to such a degree that blade deflections, due to
normal operating conditions, cannot be neglected. Blades are gen-
erally designed by aerodynamicists in a nominal operating configu-
ration, known as the "hot-shape". However. deflections due to
centrifugal force, pressure loading, and thermal gradients require
that the blade be manufactured in its so called "cold-shape" so that
the hot-shape is realized after accounting for these effects are ac-
count. So, given a definition of blade hot-shape geometry, engineers
need an efficient and accurate method to calculate the correspond-
ing cold shape geometry.
Current methods for cold-shape correction are approximate in
both data extraction and displacement application and they can be
very time consuming due to the manual nature of the procedure.
Given the hot-shape geometry, the mean camber surface ¢a surface
which is equidistant from both sides of the blade) is generated man-
ually using an approximate approach that bisects line segments be-
tween corresponding points on the pressure and suction sides of the
blade. Specialized analysis software is employed to calculate the in-
verse deflections, i.e., those due to removal of the operating bound-
ary conditions (Thorp and Downey, 1992). The inverse
displacements are then applied to the hot-shape geometry using an
approximation method in which the cold-shape blade surface points
are generated from mean camber surface points and weighted aver-
ages of the deflections. This method is generally adequate for stiff
blades because the deflections (and thus errors) are small relative to
the overatl size of the blade. But for blades with large deflections
the error can be significant.
This paper describes an inte_ated method for both finite element
model generation and cold-shape correction. Blades are represented
precisely as non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) surface mod-
els (Piegl, 1991). The software implementation of this method in-
corporates the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES)
(NIST. 1991) format for both input of the hot-shape geometry, and
output of the resulting cold-shape NURBS surface model. This rep-
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resentation medium facilitates complete integration of the proce-
dure with existing design, analysis, and manufacturing
applications.
The paper is presented in two sections. First, a preprocessor is
developed that decomposed a hot-shape blade surface model into a
mean camber surface and associated thickness functions. A plate fi-
nite element mesh is generated on the resulting mean camber sur-
face. i.e.. for each mesh node a location and thickness are
cal 'ulated. The finite element model is used as input for specialized
analysis software for cold-shape correction (Ernst. 1992) resulting
in the inverse displacements. The second section of the paper de-
scribes a postprocessor that reconstructs the corrected, cold-shape
blade in two steps. First, the nodal deflections are applied to the hot-
shape finite element model to generate a cold-shape mean camber
surface. Then the original hot-shape thickness functions are applied
to the cold-shape mean camber surface to generate characteristic
blade section curves which are lofted to define the cold-shape blade
model.
BLADE DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND TERMINOLOGY
The following basic terminology is used throughout the paper.
Figure 1 shows the typical cylindrical r-z-O coordinate system used
in blade design. The blade rotates about the z-axis. Generally, for
axial turbomachinery components, the radial (r-) axis is referred to
as the blade span direction, and the z-axis is referred to as the chord
direction. The blade tip is the surface at the maximum r-coordinate,
and the root is that of minimum r-coordinate. The leading edge re-
fers to the upstream edge of the blade, and the trailing edge to its
downstream edge. Finally, the convex side of the blade is referred
to as the suction side. and the concave side as the pressure side.
Blades are typically designed by lofting a number of characteris-
tic blade section curves arranged along a stacking axis which de-
fines the span direction. The blade section curves are generally
developed on one of three types of construction spaces: planes per-
pendicular to the r-axis at monotonically increasing r-values, con-
centric cylinders about the z-axis, or on concentric surfaces of
revolution defined by r-z-curves which characterize desired flow
field (Oliver et al., 1994) For the latter two options, transtorma-
lions exist to map the spaces onto equivalent planar regions. Thus a
characteristic blade section curve may be defined in a two-dimen-
sional coordinate system and mapped into a general space curve ly-
ing within a surface of revolution. Ahematively, given a surface of
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Figure 1 . Blade terminology
revolution containing a blade section (space) curve, an equivalent
two-dimensional image can be obtained via the inverse of these
mapping functions.
A mean camber surface can be considered as a skeletal surface of
the blade. It is distinct, however, from those generated from the me-
dial axis transform (MAT) (Nackman and Pizer. 1985). The MAT is
defined as the locus of the centers of all maximal inscribable
spheres within the boundary of an object. Thus the MAT-derived
skeleton is defined relative to boundary surface normals. In con-
trast, the mean camber surface normals form the basis for its gener-
ation. As shown in Figure 2. boundary surface points are defined
relative mean camber surface normals at t/2 and -t12, where t is the
thickness of the blade.
mean camber
surfac_
Figure 2. Mean camber surface definition
HOT SHAPE BLADE FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
The cold-shape finite element analysis requires a model com-
prised of plate elements. Thus. for each node. the position and cor-
responding blade thickness must be generated. To facilitate this
calculation, the hot-shape blade mean camber surface is calculated.
The procedure for mean camber surface construction involves ex-
traction of several characteristic blade profile curves, and applica-
tion of a two-dimensional algorithm for mean camber curve
generation (Patrikalakis and Bardis. 1992). Ideally, the blade should
be decomposed using the exact method used to construct it, i.e..
planes, cylinders, or surfaces of revolution. However. since only the
NURBS surface model of the blade is provided as input, there is
generally no way of knowning what method was used to construct
the blade. Thus, to generate a representanve set of characteristic
profile curves, the blade is intersected with concentric cylinders
centered about the z-axis. Cylinders were chosen over parallel
planes because the concentric cylinder method is more commonly
used by blade designers. The number of cylinders (and resulting
section profile ct,,ves) required to accurately characterize the over-
all shape of the blade is chosen heuristically as one for each knot in
the span parametric direction of the original NURBS blade model.
For a parucular blade-cylinder intersection, a general surface-
surface intersection algorithm is necessary to extract the intersec-
tion curve. Parametric surface intersection is an active research top-
ic in its own right, and a number of techniques have appeared in the
literature, see. Patrikalakis and Prakash (1990), Barnhill and Kersey
(1990) and Ka"iezis et al. ( 1992). for instance. In this application, the
surfaces involved are relatively simple, and an intersection algo-
rithm implemented in the DT_NURBS Spline Geometry Library
(US Navy. 1993) has proven to be robust and efficient.
For each blade-cylinder intersection curve, the mean camber line
must be calculated. The result of the sur'-ace-surface intersection is
a three-dimensional (space) curve, but the mean camber algorithm
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of Patrikalakis and Bardis (1992) requires a closed planar curve as
input. Thus an angle preserving transformation is developed to map
the space curve onto a plane. The transformation is generated from
a two-dimensional curve in the r-z-plane which defines a surface of
revolution about the z-axis. The transformation maps an r-z-curve
onto a one-dimensional coordinate (m') equivalent to meridional
arc length normalized with respect to radius. The justification for
and details of this mapping are described in Oliver et al. (1994). It
is summarized here for completeness.
Curve arc length is defined by,
IAi
IJ 'm i = (rU(u))'+ (zU(u))2du (1)
0
where the superscripts represent differentiation, and m i represents
accumulated curve length evaluated at a number of ordered para-
metric samples.
These values are interpolated with a cubic NURBS curve so that
the resulting arc length function may be normalized with respect to
radius,
Ud U
, rm"(u)
m i = : r(u) du (2)
0
the resulting m i' values are interpolated with a cubic NURBS curve
to complete the mapping. The transformation has the effect of "un-
rolling" the surface of revolution on which the blade profile lies,
and "flattemng" it in the axial (z-) direction. It allows representation
of a space curve defined in cylindrical coordinates in terms of its
circumferential (r0) and axial (m) arc length components. The
transformation preserves angles because both length components
are normalized with respect to radius, i.e.,
d(rO) dB dO
tana - - - (3)
dm dm/r dm'
where a is an angle in the m-r0 or rn'-O coordinate system, tn this
application a cyLinder is represented as a line parallel to the z-axis.
After transformation, the mean camber curve algorithm is applied
to the m'-0 image of the intersection curve, resulting in a series of
points which lie on the mean camber curve. These points are then
mapped back into the r-z-O coordinate system, via the tnverse of the
above transformation.This technique is applied to each intersection
curve,
The root and tip of the blade geometry, are characterized as iso-
parameter curves on the blade surface and must be handled as spe-
cial cases. In general, these are space curves which do not lie on a
cylinder. The goal is to find a representative r-z-curve defining a
surface of revolution which contains the curve. The first step is to
intersect the blade root or tip curve with a number of planes of con-
stant z-coordinate. For most axial turbomachinery applications, sec-
tion curve orientation and convexity are defined such that,
excluding the leading and trailing edge, only two intersection points
are generated from any particular z-plane intersection. If the blade
was consu-ucted according the one of the three methods outlined
above, the two intersection points will have identical r-coordinate
values. In many cases, however, the values are slightly different.
Thus, the following approximate solution is implemented. For each
intersection pair, the point with the smallest r-value is retained, if
traversing the tip curve, and the one with the largest value is re-
tained if traversing the root curve. This ensures the resulting surface
of revolution will completely intersect both sides of the blade.
The r-z coordinates of these points are interpolated with a cubic
NURBS curve which is then employed to develop m'-0 transforma-
tion functions for both the blade root and tip iso-parameter curves.
After transformation, the mean camber curves for each are generat-
ed as described above.
Given the necessary mean camber curves in the r-z-O coordinate
system, a mean camber surface is generated via NURBS lofting
techniques (Piegl, 1991). The resulting surface serves as the basis
for plate mesh generation. An interactive interface allows user
specification of the number of nodes desired in both the span and
chord directions. The default nodal distribution is at uniform para-
metric intervals in both parametric directions. Alternatively. several
options are provided for biasing nodal distribution toward specific
areas of interest. Since the underlying geometry is a NURBS sur-
face. the three-dimensional node location is computed via surface
evaluation at each parameter pair: generated as described above. To
calculate the blade thickness at each node. a mean camber surface
normal is computed and intersected with the original blade surface.
Since, by definition, the mean camber surface is equidistant from
the original surface, measured along its normal, either the either the
suction or pressure side intersection can be used. The thickness is
given by doubling the distance between the node and the intersec-
tion point. The resulting blade hot-shape plate finite element model
is output to a file which is compatible with the cold-shape analysis
software.
This mesh generation technique has been implemented with an
interactive visual interface using the IRIS Inventor graphical toolkit
and the C++ programming language on Silicon Graphics worksta-
tions. The technique has been tested successfully on a variety of
blade models. The interface allows the user to interactively view the
hot-shape blade and the mean camber surface, and to control the
variables in generating the finite element mesh.
EXAMPLES
Figures 3.4.5. and 6 demonstrate the hot-shape decomposition
process and finite element mesh generation procedure for a general
turbomachinery blade. First, the nominal hot-shape blade geometry
is displayed in wireframe form in Figure 3. Next, the generated
blade section curves and their corresponding mean camber curves
are shown in Figure 4. Finally, in Figures 5 and 6. the mean camber
surface and associated finite element mesh are shown.
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Figure 3. Hot-shape turbine blade geometry Figure 5. Mean camber surface
Figure 4. Blade sections and mean camber curves Figure 6. Mean camber surface finite element mesh
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COLD-SHAPE CORRECTION POSTPROCESSOR
The goal of the cold-shape postprocessoris to generate an accu-
rate NURBS surface model of a blade in its nominal configuration,
i.e., its cold-shape. The plate element model described above is aug-
mented with characterizations of the blade's steady state pressure
and centrifugal loading, and an iterative finite element analysis pro-
cedure is utilized to determine nodal displacements due to "unload-
ing" the blade (Thorp and Downey, 1992). In addition to this the
displacement data. the postprocessor requires the hot-shape finite
element model as input. Although it is not required for the shape
correction algorithm, the original hot-shape blade geometry may
also be input to provide visual comparison between hot and cold
shapes.
The cold-shape correction postprocessor makes extensive use of
the mean camber technology developed for the hot-shape prepro-
cessor. The basic assumption underlying the technique is that de-
flections due to operational loading are characterized primarily by
bending and torsion, and that thickness change in the blade is neg-
ligible. The procedure is depicted schematically in Figure 7, and the
corresponding steps are summarized as follows:
I) displace each mean camber curve
2) find a surface of revolution which contains each one
3) map each to its unique m'-0 coordinate system
4) apply the hot-shape thickness functions to generate section
profile curves
5) transform each section profile curve into the cylindrical coor-
dinate system
6) loft the three-dimensional section profile curves.
The hot-shape mean camber surface is developed from a number
of intersection curves. Because the mesh distribution is user speci-
fied. the resulting chord rows of nodes do not generally correspond
to the construction mean camber curves. However, since the mean
camber surface is constructed by lofting curves which lie in cylin-
drical surfaces of revolution, arbitrary, iso-parameter curves in the
chord-wise direction will also lie on a cylinder (except near the root
and tip). The vector displacement output of the cold-shape analysis
is applied to each node of a row. and a cubic NURBS curve is inter-
polated through the points. (Figure 7a). This displaced mean cam-
ber curve will generally not lie on any cylinder. Thus, the surface of
revolution on which the displaced (cold-shape) mean camber curve
lies must be generated. In this case, the rfu) and znO components of
cold-shape
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Figure 7. Cold-shape correction methodology
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Figure 8. Cold-shape section profile points exceeding
the domain of the m'-e mapping
the displaced mean camber curves are used to generate the m'-O
mapping for each blade section (Figure 7b).
For each row of nodes, a thickness function corresponding to
each mean camber curve is generated based on the thickness value
specified at each node. Because thickness change is assumed to be
negligible the original cylindrical surface of revolution of the hot-
shape blade is used to transform each thickness value into an equiv-
alent normalized space (Figure 7d). The transformed thickness val-
ues are interpolated with a cubic NURBS curve using the same
parameterization as the corresponding hot-shape mean camber
curve (Figure 7c). Thus, for every parameter value u E [0, I ] a
blade thickness can be computed relative to a specific location on
the mean camber curve
To create the cold-shape section profile curves, the thickness
functions are applied to each cold-shape mean camber curve (Fig-
ure 7e). A number of points are generated on each section profile by
offsetting cold-shape mean camber curve points by one half of the
corresponding thickness in both directions perpendicular to the
mean camber curve. Since it is based on a mean camber curve, the
domain of the m'-0 mapping may not be sufficient to characterize
all the generated section points. As shown in Figure 8, due to the
offsetting procedure, some of the section points may have negative
m" values, or values larger than the maximum of the mean camber
curve. To address this problem, an extrapolation technique is imple-
mented to extend the domain of the m'-0 mapping. After each row
of displaced nodes is fit with a NURBS curve in r-z-O space, two ad-
ditional points are added on each end based on the maximum thick-
ness of the section and the paramemc first derivatives. The curve is
then interpolated again with these additional points to extend the
mapping domain in each direction.
After the cold-shape section profile points are generated, those
on the suction and pressure sides are interpolated with individual
cubic NURBS curves. The leading and trailing edges are modeled
with rauonal quadratic Bezier segments, as shown in Figure 9. The
interior control point of each quadratic segment is determined by
the intersection of the appropriate pressure and suction curve tan-
_,4
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Figure 9. Leading/trailing edge conic spline
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gents, thus ensuring GLcontinuity. The weights corresponding to
each control point are assigned to characterize either circular arcs
or ellipse segments, as specified by the user. Note that if the tan-
gents intersect such that the required arc span is larger than r_. then
two conic segments are generated. The degree of the leading and
trailing edge segments is then increased to match that of the pres-
sure and section curves, using a NURBS degree elevation algorithm
(US Navy, 1993). Finally, the spline segments are joined, and the
cur,,: is reparameterized so that the u = 0 and u = I points corre-
sponds to the mid-arc point of the trailing edge segment.
After the characteristic cold shape blade sections are generated in
m'-0 space, they are mapped into r-z-O space by transforming their
respective control points. Then the three dimensional blade section
curves are lofted in the span-wise direction to produce the final
NURBS surface model of the blade in its cold-shape configuration.
efficient than currently available techniques. The method has been
successfully applied to several industrial examples.
Future research will improve the capabilities of the integrated
shape correction method. The upgrades to the technique will in-
clude mid-span shroud capabilities, the ability to accommodate
blade loading, and three dimensional mesh generation capabilities.
The mid-span shroud capability will permit input of NURBS blade
models with external supports, i.e. mid-span shrouds. This task will
focus on methods to accommodate mid-span shroud geometry
within a mesh. The blade loading ability will be integrated by uti-
lizing DT_NURBS capability for sub-range surfaces which will al-
low loads, such as temperature and pressure, to be incorporated into
the surface representation itself. Finally, the preprocessor will allow
the generation of three dimensional solid elements which will ac-
commodate internal voids and other three dimensional shape de-
tails.
EXAMPLES
The cold-shape correction is demonstrated in Figure 10. The fig-
ur¢ shows results of the cold-shape correction method on the tur-
bine blade presented in Figures 3-6. For reference, the original hot-
shape blade geometry is shown along with the resulting cold-shape
geometry. The cold-shape displacements have been multiplied by a
scale factor of five so that the shape distortion is obvious.
CONCLUSIONS
The integrated and interactive cold-shape correction pre- and
postprocesors provide an effective tool for the design, analysis and
manufacture of turbomachinery blades. Given blade hot-shape ge-
ometry in the IGES format the technique generates a NURBS based
representation of the cold-shape geometry which may be output in
the IGES format. The shape correction method is more accurate and
cold-shape
shape
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